CONFIGURATION 1:
The Internal Removable Spacer Mesh Pad and Outer Hybrid Gunfighter® Belt is attached via hook and loop. The HGF Base Belt is fed through the Hybrid Gunfighter® Belt. This is an extremely lightweight, low profile option.

CONFIGURATION 2:
The Hybrid Gunfighter® Belt is fed through the uniform pants. The Outer Hybrid Gunfighter® Belt is joined to the Base Belt via hook and loop. This prevents excess shifting of the Hybrid Gunfighter® Belt. The Tactical Base Belt-D is fed through the Hybrid Gunfighter™ Belt. This option is ideal for users wanting to virtually eliminate shifting without obstructing the operators movement.

This multi-layer belt system can be used in several different configurations depending on mission requirements.

Tactical Base Belt Compatibility
- TYR-SMB-CH
- TYR-RBB015
- TYR-ABB002
- TYR-TBB008
- TYR-PVTBB

Sold Separately
Online at WWW.TYRTACTICAL.COM
The **TYR Tactical® Hybrid Gunfighter® Belt** was designed based on direct feedback from Special Operations units. This multi-layer belt system can be used in several different configurations depending on mission requirements. We created this item with our revolutionary patented PV® material for durability and weight reduction.

**Belt Length, End to End**
- Medium: 30”
- Large: 34”
- XLarge: 38”
- 2XLarge: 42”

**TYR-BKBLB-HGF037**

- **Internal Removable Spacer Mesh Pad**
  - Antimicrobial/FR Treated
  - Attaches via hook and loop

- **Outer Hybrid Gunfighter™ Belt**
  - PALS webbing for MOLLE attachment
  - Internal Poly Insert improves overall belt structure
  - Internal hook and loop
  - Created with our revolutionary patented PV® material for durability and weight reduction
  - Dim: 5” Height
  - Patented Ballistic Vein® increases load carriage performance, provides a rigid platform, reduces fatigue, stabilizes and enhances soft armor inserts.

- **Hybrid Gunfighter® Base Belt**
  - 2” Plastic Quick Fit Buckle
  - External hook and loop to attach the outer Hybrid Gunfighter® Belt
  - Prevents shifting of the outer Hybrid Gunfighter® Belt

- **Tactical Base Belt-D**
  - 2” Cobra® Buckle
  - Sold Separately

Optional